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“The alleged insurrection conspiracy
case led by Rep. Lee Seok-ki”
On August 28, 2013, the National Intelligence Service (NIS) raided
at Rep. Lee’s house and office at the National Assembly even
though he was at that time incumbent lawmaker of the Unified
Progressive Party (UPP). The NIS also raided at about 10 major
members of the party on charges of insurrection conspiracy.
About one month later on September 26, the prosecution indicted the seven people including Rep. Lee on charges of “insurrection conspiracy, insurrection provocation, and violation of the
National Security Act.”
The main suspicion was based on a meeting of May 12, 2013
where Rep. Lee had a lecture and Q&A session with about 130
members of the UPP. The main evidence was recordings that Mr.
Lee, informant for the NIS recorded on the meeting and transcriptions that the NIS made from the recording files.
The prosecution claimed that Rep. Lee Seok-ki was the chief
leader of RO (underground revolutionary organization) and decided to practice an insurrection through a secret meeting with
130 members of the RO on May 12, 2013.

Truths

Was there connection
with North Korea?
Kukmin Ilbo

Aug. 30, 2013

JoongAng Daily
Munhwa Ilbo

Sep. 3, 2013

Chosun Ilbo

Sep. 4, 2013

Kukmin Ilbo

"No"

Several members su
spicioned to secretly
enter North Korea
at least two times

Sep. 3, 2013

E-mail communications with North Korea
on supporting submarine

Members of the orga
nization suspicioned
to have connection with North
Korea’s secret surv
eillance agencies

h North Korea
Suspicion of contacting wit
.
through members in the U.S

Sep. 4, 2013

Members of the RO, reg
ularly communicated
with North Korea’s sec
rete agents

News reports on the suspicion
of connection with North Korea
At the early stage of the case, the mainstream media intensively covered the allegation of the defendants’ connection with North Korea. At that time, many news reports delivered stories about
“in which specified forms or channels the accused had a direct connection with North Korea” in
detail with the news sources of “the investigation authority” or “anonymous investigators.” Such
suspicions were intensively reported for seven days until the day when the National Assembly
passed the arrest motion for Rep. Lee Seok-ki on September 4, 2013 and immediately after then,
disappeared.

News reports

The prosecution never spoke of the issue
of connection with North Korea.

•RO members secretly visited North Korea
•RO members met North Korean agents abroad
•RO members had telephone communications
with North Korean agents

↘
↘

Neither the investigation result presentation nor the arraignment by the prosecution raised the
suspicion of “connection with North Korea.” At the final hearing of the first trial, the prosecutor
argued that “Rep. Lee can be even more dangerous person as he has no connection with North

•RO members had email communications with
North Korean agents

Korea” while demanding “20 years’ imprisonment” for Rep. Lee. The prosecution never provided
allegations of Rep. Lee’s connection with North Korea until the Supreme Court made its decision.

•RO members discussed how to support a submarine to North Korea

The trial results
No suspicion was proved.
Neither the NIS nor the
prosecution raised such
accusations.
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Chosun Ilbo

Aug. 31, 2013

Hankook Ilbo

Sep. 3, 2013

The membership declaration of the RO says
the head is North
Korean leader Kim Jong-il and the members
are revolutionists

ed
ion, the RO was established bas
With the aim of socialist revolut
ty
Par
nch of Democratic Revolution
on the Southern Gyeonggi Bra

Munhwa Ilbo Nov. 11, 2013 The RO sec
urity team conducted mo
untain
field exercise in case of
a war situation
13

v. 22, 20
Chosun Ilbo No

Chosun Ilbo

Was the so-called
underground
revolutionary organization
“RO” substantial?

"No"

ng
ted Kim Il-su
of the RO visi
Sixty members
at Mt. Baekdu
memorial sites

Nov. 30, 2013

32 chairpersons of the UPP’s city, province, and
regional branches are also members of the RO

Was the substantial nature
of the RO identified in the trial?
About a half of more than 100 pages’ arraignment by the prosecution was about allegations on the
RO. However, the prosecution indicted the defendants only on charges of insurrection conspiracy,
not activities related with the RO. The only material evidence in effect provided by the prosecution

Question 1

The name of the RO and its initiation ceremony

 The trial result  While the only material evidence effective was the statement of the NIS
informer, his statements lacked consistency

was the statement of the single informer for the NIS.

The Supreme Court confirmed that
“the RO is a mere assumption” in its final decision

The platform, regulation and organizational structure of the RO

The court held that “Mr. lee’s statement on the RO… is no more than a conjectural statement and

 The trial result   There was no evidence provided except the statements of the NIS in-

there is no other evidence proving it.” In other words, the court found that the existence or sub-

Question 2

former merely based on his assumption

stantial nature of the RO cannot be accepted only with conjectural statements based on mere assumptions not what the witness actually experienced. Moreover, the court saw the May 12 meeting
was a normal lecture meeting organized by a political party not a secret meeting of the RO.

Question 3

The mountain field exercise of the RO security team

 The trial result   a witness for the prosecution (an employee of Korea National Park Service), “they didn't seem so different from other climbers”

Question 4

The RO members’ visit to Kim Il-sung memorial sites at Mt. Baekdu

 The trial result   The court confirmed that it was simply a family trekking trip to Mt. Baekdu
Question 5

32 executives of the UPP are also members of the RO

 The trial result   There was no evidence provided except the statements of the NIS informer merely based on his assumption
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Did the participants in the
lecture plan a riot?

Munhwa IlboAug. 28, 2013 The NIS says, Lee Seok-ki ordered
100 members to prepare guns
DongA Ilbo

Aug. 29, 2013

JoongAng Daily

DongA Ilbo

Segye Ilbo

Question 1

ng Hyehwa
Specific attack targets includi
e set
wer
m
com
Tele
branch of Korea

Sept. 3, 2013

Sept. 5, 2013

Sept. 4, 2013

Home-made bomb recipe was found
at a desktop of an RO member

itary top secrets
Lee Seok-ki tried to obtain mil

Direction for preparation of guns

 The trial result T here was no such direction. Rather, his saying “don’t bring any guns or
knives with you” was confirmed with a recording file in the court.

Question 2

Preparation to attack infrastructure facilities

 The trial result

  The evidences provided by the prosecution such as “internet search history for Korea Electric Power Corporation’s website” and “the address
of Korea Internet & Security Agency jotted down in a notebook” were
explained as ordinary activities for “finding KEPCO’s stock index” and “for
its website renewal consult” respectively in the court.

Question 3

"No"

The RO prepared to attack
infrastructure facilities

Targeting Korea Telecom’s Hyehwa branch

 The trial result It was merely a participant’s personal opinion in a group discussion. The
recording file also confirms that other participants expressed clear objections against the remark

The court found the May 12 meeting as
“an ordinary lecture program held by a political party”
According to the Supreme Court decision, the lecture meeting in question was participated by about 130
members of the UPP’s Gyeonggi Branch and composed of Rep. Lee’s lecture and Q&A session (about 75
minutes), group discussion (about 60 minutes), group presentation (about 30 minutes), and Lee’s closing
remarks (about 15 minutes).
Regarding the purpose of the event, the organizers stated in the court that “the program was to invite
Rep. Lee Seok-ki to present a lecture on political situations surrounding Korean Peninsula for the members of the UPP Gyeonggi Branch.”
While the NIS and the prosecution argued that 130 members who individually had prepared for a riot
held a secret meeting on May 12, 2013 to decide to practice a riot, the court found “it was one of ordinary lecture programs organized by a political party.”

Did Rep. Lee Seok-ki order
“the preparation of guns and attack on infrastructure facilities”?
The NIS and the prosecution argued that 130 members who individually had prepared for a riot held
a secret meeting on May 12, 2013 to decide to practice a riot. However, during the trial, it was confirmed that there was no remark by Rep. Lee about “the preparation of guns” and “the preparation

Question 4

Document submission request to the Ministry of Defense

 The trial result   During the court proceedings, it was explained that Rep. Lee requested
the Ministry of Defense to provide the documents concerned for the
interpellation session on politics, diplomacy, reunification and security
matters at the National Assembly.

Question 5

Home-made bomb recipe found at a desktop computer

of attacking infrastructure facilities.” While a few participants presented aggressive ideas considering the possibility of “preemptive arrest” and “war situation” in group discussion, other participants
either objected or dismissed the idea as “nonsense” as the recordings show. Moreover, Rep. Lee
criticized these opinions as hypothetical far from reality.

The Supreme Court found the charge
of “insurrection conspiracy” not guilty

 The trial result  It was found in the court that the defendant downloaded hundreds of

The court held there was no ground supporting an “agreement” for an insurrection was reached

files on “tips for healthy life” from internet and one file contained some
explanations about nitroglycerin (as a medicine for heart disease).

which is a prerequisite for a conspiracy. Specifically, it found the participants’ answering “yes” or
responding with applause to Rep. Lee’s question of “do you understand my points?” cannot be accepted as an “agreement.”
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Did Rep. Lee Seok-ki instigate an insurrection?

"No"
According to the Supreme Court judgement, Rep. Lee’s speech was composed of three parts: (1) How to define
the nature of political situation surrounding Korean Peninsula; (2) From what viewpoint to analyze the political
situation surrounding Korean Peninsula; and (3) What to do against this background. The defendant lawyers submitted to the court the following main points of Lee’s speech:

How do we define the nature of political situation surrounding the Korean Peninsula?
Across the world, the U.S. dominant order has been collapsing and accordingly, the dynamic relations surrounding the Korean Peninsula have been in rapid change. From the mid- and long-term viewpoint, the
political situation on the Korean Peninsula is characterized as “a great upheaval” or “a great turning point.”
In particular, North Korea has become a nuclear power threatening the homeland of the U.S. by conducting the third nuclear test and launching a satellite, which the U.S. Ministry of Defense also recognizes.
Therefore, it is inevitable to see changes in the political situation surrounding the Korean Peninsula.

political situation after North Korea’s declaration of the invalidation

From what viewpoint should we analyze this “great upheaval” on the
Korean Peninsula?

of cease fire agreement as a war-like situation.”

Regarding the recent military tensions on the Korean Peninsula, we should not misinterpret the

Three judges in the Supreme Court found “he merely described the

conflict between two Koreas as the tension’s true cause. The true nature is the conflict between
During the trial, Rep. Lee Seok-ki explained the aim of his lecture as follows:

North Korea and the U.S., furthermore, the conflict between our nation and foreign powers. It is
“the viewpoint of our nation.” Moreover, we should not misinterpret that the two countries of North

“In the worst case, the U.S. might launch a pre-emptive strike to North Korea. In
1994 the situation was driven to the brink of strike at North Korean nuclear facilities
in Youngbyeon though South Korean people did not know it. My speech was to present that it is time to seriously consider what we have to do in the future in order to
prevent a possible war with the U.S. With the expression of “material and technical
preparation,” I tried to bring up the topic.”

Korea and the U.S. will decide the future direction. We should understand South Korea’s role and
take the initiative. It is “independent viewpoint.”

What should we do in the time of “the great upheaval” on the Korean
Peninsula?
It is expected that severe challenges wait for us. The so-called Jongbuk campaign (stigmatizing dissidents

Three judges who held the charge of insurrection provocation “not guilty” found that
when Rep. Lee spoke of “war situation” or “war,” he simply described the political
situation after North Korea’s declaring the invalidation of cease fire agreement as a
war-like situation. In addition, regarding a war in its physical meaning, they saw Rep.
Lee assumed a U.S.-led war against North Korea not North Korea’s attacking South
Korea and decided that it is hard to see Rep. Lee presupposed such war breaking out
in a near future when he delivered the speech.

12

as pro-North Korean) will continue and our party members may be the first victims of arrest in emergency. We already had a modern history tragedy of preemptive mass arrest during Korean War. However,
there would be no all-out war taking place. “New forms of war” such as ideological warfare, psychological
warfare and media warfare began in earnest. Therefore, we need to have a faith in certain victory. There
is nothing done with empty fists. We need to make material and technical preparation where we stand.
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Summary of
the Supreme
Court judgement

The Supreme Court Decision
“Insurrection conspiracy charge not guilty”

There is no
evidence to accept
the existence
of the RO.

It cannot be said
there was
“an agreement to
practice a crime
of insurrection.”

“Record files, confiscated documents and files… cannot be used as direct evidence to accept ‘the existence of an underworld revolutionary
organization RO’ which is facts to be proved for the truthfulness of the
content.”
“Considering that the significant portion of the statement (of the NIS
informer) was no more than his personal view or conjecture, thereby
hardly seen as highly credible, … it is not sufficient to accept the existence of the RO.”

“The facts that some participants brought their children with them and
the defendant no. 7 came late make it difficult to say they gathered to
plan an insurrection, and the remarks of the participants who presented
their group discussion results representing each group and region were
simply the summary of their discussion and it cannot be said the presenters had the same thoughts with their presentation…”

Three judges of the Supreme Court
“The charge of insurrection provocation is also not guilty.”
Instigate a
Rebellion is not
guilty despite of
majority Opinion

14

“There should be no precedent giving up the constitutional guarantee of
the freedom of conscience and expression, and the principle of legality.”

One year later on August 11, 2014, the Court of Appeal
found not guilty on the charge of insurrection conspiracy
and sentenced 9 years’ imprisonment for Rep. Lee Seok-ki
for the crime of insurrection provocation.
On January 22, 2015, the Supreme Court confirmed the
second trial decision with the insurrection conspiracy
charge not guilty and the insurrection provocation charge
guilty and sentenced him to 9 years in prison.
According to the Supreme Court’s final decision, Mr. Lee is
expected to be released on September 4, 2022.
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Taboo

Five minutes,
Five years

A first-term lawmaker who was elected out of proportional rep-

Citizens were blocked from entering the court room when the Su-

resentation blocked a ministerial nominee (for the Minister of Sci-

preme Court passed its sentence. Instead, judges filled the audi-

ence, ICT and Future Planning) exposing a possible CIA connection.

ence gallery.

His first-term only lasted one year and two months, during which
he dreamt of independent Korea, which may be said to be the last

Ji-young, wife of Kim Hong-yeol cried out.

taboo in current Korean society. He is the biggest scapegoat of

“It is unfair! How can you sentence 5 year’s imprisonment for five

the political repression under the Park Geunhye Administration.

minute-speech!”
The Supreme Court judges hurried to leave without a glance at her
fainting in tears.

Lee Seok-ki, 
9 years’ imprisonment on charges of insurrection provocation
and violation of the National Security Act
18

Kim Hong-yeol,
5 years’ imprisonment on charges of insurrection provocation
and violation of the National Security Act
People • 19

picture
Papa Francisco blessed the families of the
defendants at General Audience in Vatican.

Red paint

Papa Francisco

On Septebmer 4, 2013, So-young, wife of Lee Sang-ho found her
white car damaged by red paint and marker. The word “SPY” was
written in big letters. Afraid of being late for visiting hours, she

“Papa Franciso stopped in front of me and listened to me keep-

wiped the scribbles off the car in tears and rushed to Seoul Deten-

ing his eye contact with me. We have been treated like a leper. I

tion Center.

couldn't imagine he would listen to me so attentively.”
The miracle that Kyeong-hee, wife of Cho Yang-won prayed for by
traveling all the way to Vatican is yet to be realized.

Lee Sang-ho,
4 years’ imprisonment on charge of violation of the National Security Act
20

Cho Yang-won,
3 years’ imprisonment on charge of violation of the National Security Act
People • 21

10 minutes
Papa is
here in my mind.
The eldest brother showed a few pictures to Dong-chan, the young-

Sa-ok, wife of Hong Sun-Seok finally summoned up courage and
brought her two daughters to see her husband in prison. The older
daughter in her puberty could do nothing but weep. The younger
one tapped on the acrylic window, saying “just one hug, papa, I
want to hug you.” All of the four were choked with tears and could
not say a word. 10 minutes are already over.

est brother.
“Where is papa? Indicate him on the picture.”
He is worried if his little brother with intellectual disability forgets
about their father.
One day, Dong-chan pointed at his heart with his finger and said
“papa is here.”

Kim Geun-rae,
3 years’ imprisonment on charge of violation of the National Security Act
22

Hong Sun-seok,
3 years’ imprisonment on charge of violation of the National Security Act
People • 23

Ji-yul didn’t know
how to write
Ji-yul didn’t know how to write when his father left him. At the turn
of the year, he learned how to read and write. The first sentence he
wrote was “papa, I miss you.” His father sent him a letter that everyday he speaks to Ji-yul in a picture posted on the wall in his solitary
cell.

Han Dong-geun,
2 years’ imprisonment on charge of violation of the National Security Act (Aug. 31, 2015 Due be released from prison)
24

Courage

When we dream together,
we can open up the prison gate
Amnesty International and the U.S. State Department also
Voice Concern about "Human Rights Suppression"
On February 25, 2015, Amnesty International, in its annual report,
referred to the South Korean court's ruling to convict Lee Seok-ki of
incitement of insurrection and sentence him to 9 years imprisonment
as a representative case of violation of freedom of expression. On June
25, 2015, the U.S. State Department, in its annual human rights report,
described in detail the 9 year prison sentence in the "Lee Seok-ki insurrection conspiracy case" and referred to it as a representative case of
"arbitrary arrest and detention.".

Join the Korean committee to save the
victims of the insurrection conspiracy case.
I appeal to those who share the sorrows and pains of the victims,

The Cross is always with the people in

Today in order to upheld democracy and human

suffering and pain. It is the place of salva-

rights, we need to overcome the ruinous “Jongbuk

tion. As their pain is our pain, I am com-

campaign.” Rep. Lee Seok-ki and others in suffering

mitted to realizing the spring of democ-

are the victims of the 70 years’ modern history of

racy and reunification and the spring of

Korea failing to clear away the wounds and scars of

freedom with you.

dictatorship and division.

Father Ham Se-woong, advisor
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Arresting and detaining someone only based on his or her speech is an
international shame. They enforce us. “Keep silence, maintain self-censorship and as such tolerate witch-hunting.” The words and actions of
conscience firmly protesting such violence are represented by the effort
to save the victims of Rep. Lee Seok-ki’s insurrection conspiracy case.
Anyone who value democracy and human rights can join in diverse
ways including online petition, participation in events and donation.
Join with us today.

Reverend Jeong Jin-woo, co-chairperson

Courage •
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insurrection conspiracy case
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[The Final Statement]

Rep. Lee Seok-ki
at the appeal court on the
insurrection conspiracy case
Jul. 28, 2014

This simple assumption is actually the

court for a long time to confirm this

provincial branch, to say nothing of

hidden nature of the case. The cur-

simple and plain truth. Of course, both

meeting them. Moreover, I didn’t meet

rent ruling power mobilized the Na-

the first trial court and the prosecu-

or contact with them for the last three

tional Intelligence Service (hereafter

tion resist admitting the truth even

years, except at official events or du-

the NIS) and the prosecution for po-

until today.

ties. Nevertheless, the prosecution

litical reasons. We thought the era of

charged me for ordering and plotting

political trial and ideological trial was

There was no conspiracy of an insur-

an insurrection as the chief leader of

over long time ago. However, maybe

rection to be revealed. It was a pure

the RO, which I never heard of. Even

we were too naive to think so. For the

fabrication of the NIS.

today I don’t understand how such a

last one year, I was called upon the

thing is possible without any meeting

Though it has been around 100 days

court as few as one time and as many

First of all, the NIS created this case in

since the Sewol Ferry Incident, the

as four times a week. The so-called

order to cover its crime of illegally in-

reality surrounding us doesn’t seem

conspiracy of an insurrection case

tervening in the presidential election

What I did was simply delivering a

to be improved. The enactment of

which was first reported as a huge spy

in 2012 and turn the public attention

speech on the request of the Unified

the special law on the Sewol Incident

organization case or an Al-Qaeda-like

away from it. Second, the case was

Progressive Party (hereafter the UPP)

is the minimum action the society

armed terrorist group case has been

fabricated in order to suppress and si-

Gyeonggi Branch. Though there were

should take to bring truth to the trag-

identified at least what is true and

lent the voices of politicians and pro-

a few aggressive or militant expres-

edy and heal the wounds. I strongly

what is false today. The testimonies

gressive political powers who stand

sions made in my speech in order to

suggest President Park Geun-hye

of Lee Seong-yun, the informer to

for self-reliance, a taboo of Korean

emphasize how serious the surround-

makes a responsible decision.

the NIS were found falsified, while the

society. Last, the case was created in

ing rapidly changing situations was

truth of transcripts was proved. More

order to prevent the opposing camps

and how grave our contemporary mis-

importantly, I would like to thank the

from making an alliance, and ultimate-

sion as a progressive was, I could not

appeal court for correcting the tran-

ly eliminate the possibility of power

imagine the speech would be turned

My case first began on August 28,

scripts close to the truth which were

shift by stigmatizing parts of oppos-

as a provocation and conspiracy of an

2013. Therefore, today marks the 11th

manipulated by the NIS and wrongly

ing powers as pro-North Korea Reds

insurrection.

month. Recently, I repeated to ask

reported by the mainstream media.

and demolishing them. Therefore, the

Your Honor,

myself: What if the opposing parties

or communication for years.

defendants to stand here at the court

The case is characterized by the pros-

had earned more seats than the ruling

As proved during the trial, I have nev-

are not me, but the NIS and the secu-

ecution’s prejudice, insults, arbitrary

Saenuri Party at the general election

er imagined an insurrection. Neither I

rity forces defending the NIS.

cut and paste, and fabrication on the

in April 2012? What if a candidate from

was capable of instigating an insurrec-

the opposing camp won the presiden-

tion. I also never tried to connect with

Not a single paper was found in rela-

good example. In the speech, a post

tial election, instead of Park Geun-hye

North Korea. Moreover, neither other

tion with the so-called conspiracy of

meant the business fronts of activists

of the ruling party? Needless to think

defendants who were indicted with

an insurrection, let alone a gun. For

in the UPP Gyeonggi Branch, such as

long, I would not have been here at

me nor colleagues who attended my

three months before and after the

“a toy library, study rooms for low-

court for my final statement.

speech were involved in such an at-

meeting on May 12, 2013, I didn’t con-

income family children, eco-friendly

tempt. However, I had to stand at the

tact with the executives of the party’s

feeding center, and medical coopera-
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speech of May 12. The term ‘post’ is a

Appendix • 31

tive.” However, the prosecution un-

I thought the current military confron-

North Korea, and strike the balance.

dedicated myself to supporting a le-

derstood it as a post for a rebellion.

tation between the U.S. and North

The situations surrounding the Kore-

gitimate progressive party as soon as

How can people plot a rebellion at a

Korea would ultimately be turned to a

an Peninsula are drastically changing

I was released from the prison. Today,

toy library for kids?

peaceful negotiation stage while ten-

every day. We have to change accord-

I am standing here as an incumbent

sions and crises on the Korean Penin-

ingly.

member of the National Assembly.

Another example is the interpreta-

sula have been deliberately managed

tion of my answer to a question “is

or repeated with the aim of taking

However, there are people who in-

itician was because I believed in the

the peace treaty important” after my

advantage for negotiations. Howev-

stinctively think of an armed revolu-

possibility that my lasting belief would

speech. I didn’t say the peace trea-

er, just in case a military provocation

tion whenever I propose the need to

be realized on the foundation guaran-

ty was not important, though I had

by the U.S. against the will of Korean

change.

teed by the Constitution.

some doubts on existing anti-war

people would occur, like the crisis of

campaigns, overlooking the structural

1994, though the possibility was slim, I

Korean society also has the history

Historically, progressives have sought

problems of the conflict on the Ko-

wanted to emphasize that the people

when the politics used violence as

reforming society by coming to pow-

rean Peninsula. I simply expressed my

of the progressive camp should have a

a means to control the people. May

er. Diverse struggle lines and means

opinion that campaigns to collect sig-

responsible and alert mindset to pre-

16 Coup, December 12 Coup, and

ranging from an armed rebellion to a

natures for a peace treaty had limits

vent such a tragedy from happening

Gwangju Massacre were the tragic

popular revolution have been explored

as the peace treaty should be made

in advance. The main message of my

examples. However, since the 1987

as a means to seize power. However,

by the grand bargain between the

speech was to fully prepare ourselves

Democratic Uprising (June Struggle)

the reality is fastest changing. A new

U.S. and North Korea, believing it was

to prevent co-destruction of Korean

and the peaceful power shift in 1997,

line emerges only when the reality is

a related issue to my speech on the

people.

no reason to mobilize violence can be

far ahead. Only then the new line be-

justified when there is need to change

gins to attract more people who sup-

the society.

port it. A line or theory can never go

need of independent and responsible

The reason why I decided to be a pol-

position.

For a long time, Korean society has

I thought the U.S. policy on North

understood the influence of the U.S.

Korea, the strategic patience failed.

as a constant on the Korean Peninsula.

Needless to say during the grim days

I already suggested the National As-

However, the world is already chang-

of the 1970s and 1980s, some activist

sembly holding the four-party talks

ing. The head of the Chinese Commu-

groups discussed a lot about whether

‘Revolution through election’ is the

and lead the agenda-setting to de-

nist Party made a state visit to Korea.

a peaceful power shift would be pos-

word to define my struggle after the

clare the end of the war and bring the

The Korean government treated him

sible in Korean society even during

1997 power shift.

peace regime on the Korean Peninsula

with exceptional respect and cele-

the 1990s. However, then presidential

as I believed the six-party talks would

brated the best ever relationship be-

candidate Kim Dae-jung of the oppos-

If a group does not come to power

not easily bring the significant fruit.

tween Korea and China. Then, should

ing party succeeded in power shift in

through election, in other words, if

As such, I understood a total war was

we depend on China from now on? I

1997. I was deeply moved by the suc-

the people do not choose it as the rul-

impossible on the Korean Peninsula

don’t think so. Rather than choosing

cess though I was in hiding due to my

ing power, the group cannot achieve

due to its geopolitical status and other

one between the U.S., the old ally and

activities for democratization.

the power to reform society. Moreo-

surrounding factors.

China, the emerging super power, we
need to stand on our feet, embrace

32

ahead the reality. The legitimacy of a
theory is to be proved by practices.

ver, only when the group seizes powI was so impressed and that’s why I

er through election, it can have the
Appendix • 33

strong support and protection of the

other progressive activists, but we

official of the U.S. even insulted him

sponse to feel pity on them. While the

people. I have consistently believed

can never tolerate if they denounce

of being ‘insane.’ As such, speaking

majority has a negative view of North

and practiced the strategy for the

us of being puppets of someone else.

of self-reliance has been tabooed in

Korea, there should be at least some

Korean society. However, how can we

people who see the reality as it is and

progressive camp to come to power
that if there would be a revolution in

The spirit of the times today is self-

survive without self-reliance? I believe

find positive things in it. Reunification,

Korean society, it should be an elec-

reliance. The politics to realize this

self-reliance is already the zeitgeist of

I think, can be achieved when more

toral revolution. Nevertheless, the NIS

zeitgeist of self-reliance is progressive

the time and the fundamental mission

people compliment and trust one an-

and the prosecution attack me with

politics. Unlike the past, Korea’s rela-

of progressive politics is realization of

other.

books that might have been referred

tions with the U.S. have significantly

self-reliance.

to only in the 1960s or the 1970s.

changed. However, the U.S. still has

They ridiculously accuse me of being

the wartime operational control of

President Park Geun-hye presented

children are far shorter than South Ko-

involved in an armed revolution or so-

Korean troops and the direction of the

reunification to be a jackpot early this

rean children, I feel so sad. Some may

cialist revolution. Even they insist I am

U.S.’ Northeast Asia strategy decides

year.

look down on North Korea for this.

far more dangerous as I am ‘internal-

Korean people’s future.

ized pro-North Korea’ without actual

Whenever I hear that North Korean

However, it must be also a natural reKorean economy already lost its

sponse to feel pity on them. While the

connection with North Korea. I feel

Korea is the world’s 15th largest econ-

growth dynamic. Reunification can

majority has a negative view of North

even sorry for them, sticking to doz-

omy and ranked the world’s top ten

certainly be a jackpot. Not only in

Korea, there should be at least some

ens-year old books while the world is

military powers with 3% of its GDP

terms of economy and military power,

people who see the reality as it is and

changing day by day.

or 14% of its governmental budget in

but also peace and security guarantee,

find positive things in it. Reunification,

national defense. Nevertheless, Korea

reunification is for sure a new world to

I think, can be achieved when more

A worse problem is that the prosecu-

has no authority to control its troops.

be explored. The Park administration’s

people compliment and trust one an-

tion regards progressive activists as

Moreover, the present government is

jackpot reunification strategy is an-

other.

unconditional followers of North Ko-

opposing the agreement made in the

other expression to seek for a break-

rea. It’s no more than regarding pro-

previous government to recover the

through of the reality.

gressives as a fool who has no inde-

operational control.

pendent opinion or Don Quixote who

I have long believed that self-reliance,
democracy, and reunification are the

However, President Park’s jackpot re-

imperatives of our times. And the

charges at a windmill. The media once

Politicians seem not to have the guts

unification theory lacks substantial

belief that self-reliance, democracy,

ridiculed its quick move to be loyal to

to speak out the stunning reality and

contents. It is because the spirit of the

and reunification can be realized by a

a new power, calling it ‘the prosecu-

even not to know how shameful it is

June 15 Joint Declaration and October

progressive party’s coming to power

tion without a soul.’ The prosecution

to ignore it. It is why late president

4 Declaration is missing.

through election has driven me to

should not misunderstand others also

Rho Moo-hyun lamented, asking ‘until

don’t have a soul like them. More im-

when are you going to depend on the

Whenever I hear that North Korean

today self-reliance, democracy, and

portantly, progressives are the ones

U.S.?’ Late president Rho was criti-

children are far shorter than South Ko-

reunification are at the brink of being

who consider the present of the coun-

cized of being pro-North Korea, sim-

rean children, I feel so sad. Some may

gagged. Politicians advocating these

try more seriously than anyone else.

ply because he proposed Korea be-

look down on North Korea for this.

three values are sent to prison on

They may criticize opinions of me and

ing a balancer in Northeast Asia. An

However, it must be also a natural re-

charges of ‘a conspiracy of an insur-
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continuously move towards. However,
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rection’ and the political party advo-

the Park administration’s unilateral

ple were not divided. Nevertheless, I

seem never to collapse will fade into

cating them is forced to be dissolved.

and self-righteous move at the previ-

have never felt sorry for living in this

the mists of history one day. However,

It is a reactionary and retrogressive

ous local elections. Although I see the

land. A tiny plant or a pebble is invalu-

the people will remain forever.

move. If we are afraid of what history

world only behind bars today, I newly

able. I love everything in this land. I

I have dedicated myself to ending the

says, we should immediately stop the

acknowledge the fundamental truth

am proud of this land. It’s because I

era of division and ushering in the new

wheel from going backwards.

that the retrogression of history is

am confident of our people’s dynamic

era of reconciliation and reunification.

only temporal and it cannot be lasting.

power. It’s because I am sure no one

However, sadly, I am at the court of

can stop or change the flow of histo-

the division era today. I sincerely hope

ry. The division is temporary. It cannot

I would be the last defendant at the

last forever. A power or a theory is to

court of the division era. Thank you

disappear one day. Super powers that

for your attention.

Since I first became a politician, I have
been continuously stigmatized under

Your Honor,

the charges of being pro-North Korea, involved in illegalities of primary

Taking this opportunity, I would like

election, and finally a scary crime of

to express my appreciation for the

an insurrection conspiracy. Howev-

judges who have led the proceeding

er, I believe many of you now clearly

and the defendant lawyers who have

understand what the truth is. All of

spared no efforts for me and my col-

these charges were fabrications re-

leagues. My special thanks also go to

sulted from the conflict between the

German Rep. Inge Höger who came

ruling power that sought for return

all the way to visit me from Germany

to power and the progressive power

and Pope Francis who prayed for my

that recently gained increasing popu-

family. I also thank Cardinal Yeom Su-

lar support.

jeong, Monk Jaseung, and other religious leaders who appealed for my

Up to date, I have sincerely reflected

release. Last, I am really grateful to

on myself, following the old lesson to

fellow members of the UPP and fel-

look at oneself before blaming others

low Koreans who have observed the

when things go wrong.

trial with a great interest. Your support was the greatest encouragement

Now, the darkness is receding and

for me.

the bright dawn is approaching. The
triumphant days of the Park Geun-

We live in a divided country. Many

hye administration after putting me

countries have the conflict between

in prison are soon to be over as no

the progressive and the conservative.

regime against the will of its people

Many countries also have struggling

can succeed no matter how forcefully

democratic people against a military

it controls the people. Korean peo-

dictatorship. However, no trial like

ple already raised their voice to stop

this would be held if Korean peo-
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Committee to Save the Victims of the Fabricated
‟Lee Seok-ki Insurrection Conspiracy Case”
Advisor - Kwon Oh-heon, Kim Sang-geun, Park Sun-kyeong, Lee Chang-bok, Jeong Dong-ik, Jo Yeong-geon, Ham Se-woong
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